In this work, the main ideas involved in the design of overlapping and multi-overlapping controllers via the Inclusion Principle are discussed and illustrated in the context of the Structural Vibration Control of tall buildings under seismic excitation. A detailed theoretical background on the Inclusion Principle and the design of overlapping controllers is provided. Overlapping and multi-overlapping LQR controllers are designed for a simplified five-story building model. Numerical simulations are conducted to asses the performance of the proposed semi-decentralized controllers with positive results.
Introduction
Nowadays, complexity is perhaps one of the most salient features in the field of automatic control. Over the last decades, the focus of interest of control theory and practice has been progressively moving from the initial simple SISO systems to systems of increasing complexity (Åström et al., 2001; Zečević andŠiljak, 2010) .
When a complex system can be decomposed into disjoint subsystems, a set of local controllers may be independently obtained to design a decentralized controller. Design and operation of local controllers requires lowerdimension computation, minimizes the information exchange, and increases the global robustness by reducing the effect of perturbations and failures on communications. However, all these potential benefits are severely attenuated by the fact that systems encountered in practical applications rarely admit a perfect disjoint decomposition (Siljak, 1991) .
The overlapping decomposition can help to overcome this serious drawback by allowing the subsystems to overlap; that is, the requirement of strict disjoint decomposition is relaxed to permit a restricted sharing of states, inputs, and outputs among the subsystems. For systems admitting an overlapping decomposition, the Inclusion Principle allows to design semi-decentralized controllers which are in accordance with the system structure, and which partially maintain the positive features of decentralized controllers. This approach has proven to be useful in a variety of complex control problems appearing in different fields, such as macroeconomic modeling, electric power generation, automated highway traffic management, civil structural engineering, aerospace structural engineering, and multiagent robotics (Aybar et al., 1994; Ataslar andİftar, 1999; Bakule and Rodellar, 1995; Bakule et al., 2005; Chen and Stanković, 2005b; Li et al., 1999; Siljak et al., 1999; Stanković et al., 2000; Stipanović et al., 2004) . Structural Vibration Control (SVC) of buildings and civil structures is one of the best examples of largescale and complex control systems. SVC systems have proved to be effective in mitigating the dynamic response of large-scale structures to earthquake and wind excitations (Chu et al., 2005; Preumont and Seto, 2008) . Last generation SVC systems typically involve a large number of actuation devices and sensors, and a wide and sophisticated communication network. The state-of-the-art actuation devices are semi-active dampers which are capable to produce large actuation forces using only battery power supply. Two good examples of this kind of SVC systems are the 54-story Mori Tower in Tokyo, Japan, with 356 semi-active hydraulic dampers, and the Dongting Lake Bridge in Hunan, China, with 312 semi-active magnetorheological dampers (Housner et al., 1997; Spencer and Nagarajaiah, 2003) .
Recently, wireless communications have made a significant impact in SVC. Using wireless communications, instead of the classical coaxial wiring, can critically reduce the installation and maintenance costs; furthermore, it can also add flexibility to the control system, allowing the implementation of new control strategies without costly modifications. However, to improve the communications robustness and to achieve higher sampling frequencies in the real-time control operation, the controllers need to operate using local information provided by neighboring sensors. Consequently, a decentralized control approach is required for a realistic treatment of Wireless Networked Control Systems (WNCS) Lynch et al., 2008; Swartz and Lynch, 2009; Wang et al., 2006 Wang et al., , 2009 Wang, 2011) . In this context, the multioverlapping approach can be specially suitable for large-scale WNCS, reducing the design and operation computational effort and providing semi-decentralized controllers which satisfy the information exchange constraints Rossell et al., 2010) .
The present work has a triple objective: (i) to present the main ideas and theoretical elements involved in the design of overlapping semi-decentralized controllers via the inclusion principle; (ii) to discuss the more general and practically interesting problem of designing multi-overlapping controllers, paying special attention to the longitudinal multi-overlapping case; and (iii) to illustrate the main ideas involved in the design of overlapping controllers in the context of the Structural Vibration Control of tall buildings under seismic excitation. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives necessary background results about the inclusion principle and the design of overlapping controllers, with a detailed discussion of the LQR case. Section 3 presents the multi-overlapping problem. In Section 4, state-space models for a particular five-story building with direct and inter-story actuation schemes are derived. For this five-story building, centralized, overlapping, and multi-overlapping LQR controllers are computed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, numerical simulations of the free and controlled vibrational response of the five-story building for different seismic disturbances are conducted to assess the performance of the proposed semi-decentralized controllers.
Overlapping semi-decentralized controllers
In this section we summarize some basic definitions and results related to the Inclusion Principle and its application to the design of overlapping controllers. The general theoretical background is complemented with a brief discussion about the design of overlapping LQR controllers. This particular case will later be used in the controller designs and numerical simulations presented in Sections 4 and 5. A rigorous treatment of the design of semi-decentralized controllers via the Inclusion Principle can be found in Bakule et al. (2000a,b) ; Chen and Stanković (2005a) ;İftar andÖzgüner (1990); Ikeda andŠiljak (1986); Siljak (1991) ; Stanković anď Siljak (2001) .
The Inclusion Principle
Consider a pair of linear systems
S : ẋ (t) =Ãx(t) +Bũ(t),
where x(t)∈R n , u(t)∈R m , y(t)∈R l are the state, the input, and the output of S at time t≥0;x(t)∈Rñ , u(t)∈Rm,ỹ(t)∈R˜l are the state, the input, and the output corresponding toS; A, B, C y andÃ,B,C y are n×n, n×m, l×n andñ×ñ,ñ×m,l×ñ dimensional matrices, respectively. The dimensions of the state, input, and output vectors x(t), u(t), y(t) of S are supposed to be smaller than those ofx(t),ũ(t),ỹ(t) ofS. Let x(t; x 0 , u) and y[x(t)] denote the state behavior and the corresponding output of S for a fixed input u(t) and for an initial state x(0)=x 0 , respectively; analogous notationsx(t;x 0 ,ũ),ỹ[x(t)] are used for the state and output of the systemS.
Let us consider the following linear transformations:
where V , R, T are expansion matrices with rank(V )=n, rank(R)=m, rank(T )=l, and U , Q, S are contraction matrices which satisfy U V =I n , QR=I m , ST =I l , with I n , I m , I l denoting the identity matrices of indicated dimensions. For a given set of expansion matrices V , R, T , a set of contraction matrices may be obtained considering the corresponding pseudoinverses
Definition 1 (Inclusion Principle) A systemS includes the system S if there exists a quadruplet of matrices (U, V, R, S) such that, for any initial state x 0 and any fixed input u(t) of S, the choice of
as initial statex 0 and inputũ(t) for the systemS, implies
Given a linear system S and a set of expansion matrices V , R, T , an expanded systemS may be defined by taking the system matrices in the form
where U , Q, S are contraction matrices, and M , N , L are complementary matrices of appropriate dimensions. In order to assure that the system S and the expanded systemS satisfy the Inclusion Principle, the complementary matrices have to fulfil the conditions stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 1 A systemS includes the system S if and
A special kind of expansion-contraction scheme, called restriction, is particularly simple and suitable for the design of overlapping controllers.
Definition 2 (Restriction) LetS be an expansion of the system S defined by the expanded system matrices A,B,C y , given in (3). The system S is said to be a restriction ofS if and only if M V = 0, N R = 0 and LV = 0.
From Theorem 1, it is clear that if the system S is a restriction ofS, then the expanded systemS includes the initial system S.
Figure 1: Overlapping decomposition for a three-story building
Decoupled expansions of overlapping decompositions
From an intuitive point of view, a system S admits an overlapping decomposition if it can be split into three subsystems S 1 , S 2 , S 3 in such a way that no direct interaction between S 1 and S 3 may occur; that is, any interaction between S 1 and S 3 must take place through S 2 . From the three subsystems S i , two overlapping subsystems S 3 ] may be defined. The vibrational response of a three story building is a natural and illustrative example in this context. Each story can be seen as a subsystem S i , the vibrational behavior of the first and third stories are clearly influenced by each other, but the interaction may only happen through the second story. An overlapping decomposition for a three-story building system is shown in Fig. 1 .
For the linear system S given in (1), the possibility of overlapping decomposition may be stated in terms of the system matrices structure; more precisely, the linear system S admits an overlapping decomposition if the system matrices A, B and C y present the following block tridiagonal structure: where A ii , B ij , (C y ) ij , for i, j=1, 2, 3, are n i ×n i , n i ×m j , l i ×n j dimensional matrices, respectively. The partition of the state x=(x
T has components of respective dimensions n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , satisfying n 1 +n 2 +n 3 =n; the partition of u=(u
T has components of dimensions m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , such that m 1 +m 2 +m 3 =m; and y=(y
T has components of respective dimensions l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , satisfying l 1 +l 2 +l 3 =l. Note that the explicit dependence on time has been omitted to simplify the new notation; this will also be done in the sequel when convenient.
Given a linear system S which admits an overlapping decomposition, the design of an overlapping controller starts with a proper definition of the expansion matrices. A usual choice is
The corresponding pseudoinverse contractions are
A first set of expanded matrices are computed in the formĀ then, the system S is a restriction ofS, and the expanded systemS presents an almost-decoupled structure. More specifically, the system matrices ofS have the following block structure: 
The state, input and output vectors of the expanded systemS :ẋ(t) =Ãx(t) +Bũ(t),
can be written in the formx
DS ( 
The decoupled expansion process is schematically depicted in Fig. 2 .
Design of overlapping controllers
To complete the design of an overlapping controller for S, two additional steps are required: (1) to design a decentralized controllerK D for the expanded decoupled systemS D , and (2) to contract the decentralized expanded controllerK D to a semi-decentralized overlapping controller K o for S. The design ofS D can be done by independently computing local controllers for S
; in the next subsection, this step will be considered in detail for the particular case of designing optimal LQR controllers. Regarding to the second step, the concept of contractibility is introduced in order to guarantee the correctness of the controller contraction process.
Definition 3 (Contractibility) Suppose thatS is an expansion of the system S. Then, a control law u(t)=Kx(t) forS is contractible to the control law u(t)=Kx(t) for S if there exist transformations as in (2) such that, for any initial state x 0 ∈R n and
The following proposition expresses the contractibility property in terms of complementary matrices.
Proposition 1 Suppose thatS is an expansion of the system S. Then, a control lawũ(t)=Kx(t) forS is contractible to the control law u(t)=Kx(t) for S if and only if QKV =K,
When the original system S is a restriction of the expanded systemS, from Definition 2 and Proposition 1, it is clear that any expanded controllerK designed iñ S can be contracted to a controller K=QKV for S.
IfK (1) andK (2) are local controllers for the decoupled expanded subsystemsS
, then a block diagonal controller can be obtained in the form
; this expanded controller can be contracted to an overlapping controller
which has a desired block tridiagonal structure.
Design of LQR overlapping controllers
To design a centralized state-feedback optimal LQR controller for the system (1), we begin by defining the performance index
where Q * is a positive-semidefinite real symmetric matrix, and R * is a positive-definite real symmetric matrix. If the Riccati equation
has a positive-definite solution P , then the control vector
with the gain matrix
minimizes the index (8) for the trajectories satisfyinġ
and for all initial state x 0 . The optimal value of the index corresponding to the initial state x 0 is
If the components of the initial state are considered independent random variables with mean µ = 0 and variance σ 2 = 1, then the average value of [J c (x 0 )] opt can be computed as
Any other stable gain matrix K will define a control law u(t) = −Kx(t) with an associated average cost J K ≥ [J c ] opt . The value of J K can be computed as
where P K is the solution of the Lyapunov equation
To design an overlapping LQR controller, we start by computing local optimal LQR controllers for the expanded decoupled subsystemsS
To this end, we consider local quadratic cost functions
2 are appropriate expanded weighting matrices. The gain matrices for the control lawsũ
that minimize the cost functions (10,11), can be independently computed as
whereP 1 andP 2 are the solutions of the corresponding Riccati equations. In the decoupled expanded system S D , the gain matrix of the controllerũ(t)=−K Dx (t) which minimizes the cost functioñ
can be written as a block diagonal gain matrix Finally, the controllerũ D (t) = −K Dx (t) is contracted to an overlapping controller
that can be implemented into the original system S.
The contracted gain matrix is computed as
and has the desired block tridiagonal structure shown in (7). Obviously, the gain matrix K o defines a suboptimal controller with an expected cost
However, the numerical simulations show that the overlapping controller (12) exhibits a remarkably high performance level with respect to the centralized optimal LQR controller (9), despite the restricted information exchange and the lower dimension required in its design.
Multi-overlapping controllers
Although the vast majority of theoretical results and applications of overlapping decomposition has been formulated for the simple case of two overlapping subsystems, it should be noted that most of the problems appearing in the context of large scale and complex systems lead naturally to the consideration of multioverlapping structures. The generalization from a simple overlapping to a multi-overlapping approach is by no means straightforward. For three overlapping subsystems, three different overlapping topologies can be considered: longitudinal, loop, and radial. These basic multi-overlapping structures are illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the circles in the diagrams may be seen as physical subsystems; the arrows indicate state, input, or output interaction; and the dashed ellipses represent the overlapping subsystems. Obviously, in the general case of n overlapping subsystems, highly complex multi-overlapping structures may appear. An interesting study on multi-overlapping controller design for general multi-overlapping structures can be found in Chen and Stanković (2005a) . The Expansion-Decoupling-Contraction (EDC) process involved in the design of multi-overlapping controllers may be carried out following two different approaches: (i) single-step, and (ii) multi-step. The single-step approach processes all the subsystems simultaneously, uses a generalized version of the Inclusion Principle, and requires generalized forms of the expansion and complementary matrices whose structure depends on the structure of the particular multioverlapping decomposition under consideration. The multi-step approach breaks the overall EDC process into a set of elemental EDC subprocesses where only two subsystems are involved. The interest of the multistep approach lies in its balanced combination of theoretical simplicity and computational efficiency: from a theoretical point of view, only the basic theory of two overlapping subsystems is required; from a computational perspective, the same basic procedure is repeatedly used, and part of the computations might be processed in parallel. A detailed study of the design of multi-overlapping controllers for longitudinal multioverlapping systems following the multi-step approach may be found in Palacios-Quiñonero et al. (2010) .
In this section, to illustrate the main ideas involved in the multi-step EDC process, we discuss a particular case of multi-overlapping controller design for a system admitting a longitudinal multi-overlapping decomposition (see Fig. 4) ; an example of application to the vibrational control of a five-story building will be provided in Section 5. Let us suppose that the system S given in (1) admits the sequential multi-overlapping decomposition shown in Fig. 4 , this means that the system matrices have a tridiagonal block structure. In particular, the state matrix can be written in the form
the input and output matrices B, C y , will present an analogous structure with blocksB ij , (Ĉ y ) ij . The subsystemsŜ j arê
for j = 2, . . . 4, and
wherex j ,û j ,ŷ j , are the state, input and output of the subsystemŜ j with respective dimensionsn j ,m j , l j , j = 1, . . . , 5. The overall state of the system S is x = (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ,x 5 ), with dimension n = n j ;
analogously, the overall input and output vectors can be written as
To carry out the decoupling extension of the multioverlapping system, we proceed in two stages.
In Stage 1, we consider the subsystems S
, S
, which overlap in subsystemŜ 3 , and perform a first decoupling expansion as explained in Subsection 2.2 with n 1 = n 1 +n 2 , n 2 =n 3 , n 3 =n 4 +n 5 ; and m 1 =m 1 +m 2 , m 2 =m 3 , m 3 =m 4 +m 5 . As the output is not relevant in the design of state-feedback controllers, it can be omitted. After adding a suitable set of complementary matrices and properly removing the residual interconnection blocks, we obtain a first pair of expanded decoupled systemsS (1) ,K (2) can be independently computed and contracted to obtain an overlapping controller K o ; this approach will be followed in Subsection 5.2 and is depicted in Fig. 7 .
In Stage 2, we observe that the decoupled expanded systems obtained in Stage 1 admit a new overlapping decomposition:S , which overlap inŜ 4 . Further decoupling expansions may be performed (in parallel) forS
, resulting the four decoupled expanded systemsS 
) are contracted to a multi-overlapping controller for S which presents a block structure in accordance with the structure (13) of the system matrices. A multi-overlapping controller u mo = −K mo x can be expressed as u mo = (û 1 ,û 2 ,û 3 ,û 4 ,û 5 ), whereû j is the control input to the subsystemŜ j . More precisely, we have
where it can be clearly appreciated that only the stateŝ x j corresponding to neighboring subsystems are required to compute the control action for the subsystem S j . The presented procedure is schematically depicted in Fig. 8 ; it will be used in Subsection 5.3 to compute multi-overlapping controllers for a five-story building.
Five-story building model
In this section simplified dynamical models for the vibrational response of a five-story building (see Fig. 5 ) are presented. These models will later be used to compute overlapping and multi-overlapping controllers following the ideas presented in the previous sections; they will also be used in the numerical simulations conducted to assess the vibrational response attenuation achieved by the proposed semi-decentralized controllers. In order to give a clear picture of the structures and dimensions, numerical values of all the relevant matrices are presented. However, to facilitate a one-column display, the numerical format and accuracy in big matrices has had to be conveniently adjusted and 
Second-order model
The building motion can be described by the secondorder model
where M , K, C are, respectively, the mass, stiffness, and damping matrices; the vector of story displace-ments with respect to the ground is
with q i (t) representing the displacement of the ith story; the vector of control forces has a similar structure
where u i (t) denotes the control force exerted by the ith actuation device; T u is the control location matrix; w(t) is the seismic ground acceleration; and
is the disturbance input matrix, where [1] 5×1 denotes a column vector of dimension 5 with all its entries equal to 1. The mass and stiffness matrices in equation (14) 
If the damping coefficients c j were known, a tridiagonal damping matrix C with the same structure as the stiffness matrix (15) might, in principle, be obtained by replacing the stiffness coefficients k i by the corresponding damping coefficients c i . However, unlike the case of stiffness properties, the values of the damping coefficients may not be properly estimated from the structural dimensions, structural member sizes, and the damping of the structural materials used. If similar damping mechanisms are distributed throughout the structure (as it is supposed to happen in our multistory building), the damping matrix can be determined from its modal damping ratios. The Rayleigh damping approach allows to compute a tridiagonal damping matrix in the form C = a 0 M + a 1 K by setting the value of two damping ratios ξ i , ξ j . If the damping ratios are taken with a common value ξ, the coefficients a 0 , a 1 , can be computed as
with ω j denoting the jth natural frequency of the structure which can be computed as ω j = λ j , where λ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ λ n are the eigenvalues of the symmetric positive-definite matrix M −1 K. A commonly accepted value for the damping ration in seismic response simulations (and in earthquake building codes) is ξ = 5%. A detailed treatment of the subject can be found in Chopra (2007) . Regarding to the control location matrix T u , we will consider two different cases corresponding to the actuation schemes depicted in Fig. 6 . In the direct actuation scheme, we suppose that an ideal force-actuation device is implemented in each story; the control location matrix is in this case an identity matrix T (d) u = I 5 . In the more realistic inter-story actuation scheme, ideal force-actuation devices are supposed to be placed between consecutive stories. In this second case, we agree that a positive control actuation u j (t) will exert a positive force u j (t) on the (j − 1)th story, and a negative force −u j (t) on the jth story; this convention is illustrated in Fig. 6 , where the positive direction is to the right. The control location matrix corresponding to the inter-story actuation scheme is
First-order state-space model
From the second-order model (14), a first-order statespace model can be derived
by taking the state vector
The state matrix in (16), has the structure
while the control and disturbance input matrices are, respectively,
are zero-matrices of indicated dimensions. Next we define a new state vector 
The new state
groups together the inter-story drifts and inter-story velocities in increasing order
x 2j−1 (t) = q j (t) − q j−1 (t), for j = 2, 3, 4, 5, x 2j (t) =q j (t) −q j−1 (t), for j = 2, 3, 4, 5.
The new state-space model is S :ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ew(t), 
corresponding, respectively, to the direct and the interstory actuation scheme.
Controllers design
In this section, several controllers with different levels of information exchange are designed for the fivestory building model presented in Section 4. More precisely, three kinds of controllers are computed: (i) centralized controllers, (ii) semi-decentralized overlapping controllers, and (iii) semi-decentralized multioverlapping controllers. In each case, the direct and inter-story actuation schemes are considered. For the sake of clarity, the control design objectives have been restricted to the reduction of maximum absolute interstory drifts and, in all the cases, the optimal LQR control approach has been followed. To perform a first evaluation of the effectiveness achieved by the semidecentralized controllers, the corresponding quadratic costs are computed and compared with the optimal costs obtained by the centralized controllers. As in the previous section, the numerical format and accuracy in big matrices has been conveniently adjusted to facilitate a one-column display.
Centralized controllers
To compute the centralized optimal LQR controllers, we consider the quadratic index J c described in (8) (17), (18) 
In the inter-story actuation scheme, the gain matrix K (is) c contains a good number of zero elements; however, to compute the actuation force for the jth actuation device, the local inter-story drift and all the inter-story velocities are required. Consequently, a full-range communication system must be used to implement the obtained centralized controllers.
Overlapping controllers
In this subsection, we consider the overlapping decomposition depicted in Fig. 7 and use the ideas presented in Section 2 to design two semi-decentralized overlapping controllers. The considered overlapping decomposition (obviously, other decompositions are also possible) consists of two systems S
(1) = [1, 2, 3], S (2) = [3, 4, 5] which overlap in the third story. The notation S
(1) = [1, 2, 3] indicates that S (1) comprises the stories 1-3. Following the notation introduced in Subsection 2.2, the dimensions of the state partition are n 1 = 4, n 2 = 2, n 3 = 4; for the control partition, we 
Direct actuation
For the direct actuation scheme, the decoupled expanded input matrices arẽ
To compute the LQR expanded controllers, we take the quadratic cost indexesJ 
For the expanded systemS
(20,22), we obtain the expanded control matrix .
The contraction of the block diagonal expanded control matrixK
produces the semidecentralized overlapping control matrix .
Inter-story actuation
For the inter-story actuation scheme, the decoupled expanded input matrices arẽ 
With the same quadratic indexesJ
D given in (10, 11, 23) , the expanded systemS . .
Note that, due to the particular structure of the overlapping control matrices (24,27), a local controller with wireless communications system would only need to cover a range of half building to compute the control vectors u
The average values of the quadratic index J c corresponding to the overlapping controllers are [
Multi-overlapping controllers
In this subsection, the ideas presented in Section 3 are applied to the design of semi-decentralized multioverlapping controllers for the longitudinal multioverlapping decomposition depicted in Fig. 8 . Following the terminology of Section 3, Stage 1 has been completed in Subsection 5.2 and we have now two decoupled expanded decompositions
.
To complete Stage 2, we start by introducing a more suitable notation for the system matrices of the subsystemsS
when convenient, notations such as S (j)
will be used to indicate the actuation scheme type. With the notations of Subsection 5.2, we haveÃ
(1) =Ã 11 ,Ã (2) =Ã 22 ,
22 .
Now, we observe that each subsystemS (j)
D admits a new overlapping decomposition and define a second set of expansion matrices
, to obtain the decoupled expansions
Next, we separately discuss the direct actuation and the inter-story actuation cases. 
Direct actuation
After completing the expansion and decoupling process onS
D , we obtaiñ To design the expanded LQR controllers for the sub-
, we consider the weighting matrices ,
A first contraction step on .
Figure 9: Wireless transmission range required by the multi-overlapping controllers
Inter-story actuation
For the inter-story actuation scheme, we obtain the decoupled expanded input matrices .
With the weighting matrices given in (28), the expanded LQR controllers for the decoupled subsystems 
It is worth to be highlighted that only two fourdimensional LQR problems have been actually solved in the design of the ten-dimensional multi-overlapping controllers. It should also be noted that, due to the block tridiagonal structure of the multi-overlapping control matrices (29, 30) , to compute the control vectors
by means of wireless local controllers, a transmission range of only one story is required (see Fig. 9 ). The average values of the quadratic index J c corresponding to the multi-overlapping controllers are [
In Tables 1 and 2 , the average quadratic cost for all the designed controllers are collected and compared. As could be expected, the obtained semi-decentralized controllers are suboptimal: the overlapping controllers produce a moderate increase, with respect to centralized optimal controller, of about 18%; additional increases of 5.1% and 12.1% for the direct and inter-story actuation schemes, respectively, are introduced by the multi-overlapping controllers. However, the relatively higher values associated to the multi-overlapping controllers might be seen in the light of its remarkable features: reduced information exchange, shortrange transmission requirements, and computational efficiency.
Numerical simulations
In this section, a set of numerical simulations are conducted in order to gain a clearer insight on the behavior of the semi-decentralized controllers designed in Section 5; in all the cases, the behavior of the corresponding centralized controllers have been taken as reference. For clarity and simplicity, the study has been restricted to a couple of relevant aspects: maximum absolute inter-story drifts, and maximum absolute control efforts.
Ground acceleration records of four real earthquakes have been used as seismic disturbances: (i) Hachinohe station during the Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake of January 17, 1995 (Magnitude 6.7). (Ohtori et al., 2004; USGS, 2011) . Hachinohe and El Centro are far-field records measured at far-from-epicentre seismic stations, the respective absolute acceleration peaks are 2.25 and 3.42 m/s 2 . Northridge and Kobe are near-field records corresponding to close-to-epicentre stations. These nearfield records present large acceleration peaks of 8.27 and 8.18 m/s 2 , respectively, associated to large displacement pulses that are extremely destructive to tall building structures (Huang and Chen, 2000) .
Figures 10-13 display the seismic disturbance records and the corresponding simulation outputs. The graphics of simulated outputs present the maximum absolute inter-story drifts together with the associated maximum absolute control efforts obtained for the controlled building with: (i) centralized controller (blue circles), (ii) overlapping controller (green triangles) (iii) multi-overlapping controller (black asterisks); the maximum absolute inter-story drifts of the uncontrolled building response (red squares) are also included as reference. Results corresponding to the direct and inter-story actuation scheme, are presented in separate frames.
The simulation results show that the overlapping and multi-overlapping controllers achieve levels of performance similar to those obtained by their centralized counterparts. Attending to the seismic acceleration peak magnitude, the behavior of the semi-decentralized controllers is excellent for the low-peak far-field disturbances, and still quite good for the large-peak near-field ones. Specially remarkable is the behavior of the semidecentralized controllers under the inter-story actuation scheme, for which particularly well shaped output patters are obtained.
Regarding to the control efforts, the controllers with direct actuation scheme demand lower levels of actuation forces; however, the interest of this case is merely theoretical, since no technical means are currently available to practically implement this type of control systems. The situation is completely different for the inter-story actuation scheme, in this case a variety of large-scale semi-active devices are currently available and under development. Moreover, measures of the inter-story drifts and velocities can be obtained by stroke sensors (Wang, 2011) , active actuation systems driven by LQR controllers may be properly imple- mented by semi-active devices (Ou and Li, 2010) , and large actuation forces may be generated with minimal or even null power supply. For instance, 1MN (10 6 N) damping forces may be obtained with the semi-active hydraulic dampers installed in the Kajima Sizuoka Buildign (Kurata et al., 1999; Spencer and Nagarajaiah, 2003) , and 2MN damping forces can be produced by the passive hydraulic damper with semi-active characteristics reported in Kurino et al. (2004) ; the 1MN semi-active damper only needs an electric power of 70W, and no power is required to operate the second. From this perspective, the control effort demanded by the inter-story control systems in the Hachinohe and El Centro simulations might be considered as practically implementable while, in a realistic simulation for the Northridge and Kobe near-field seismic excitations, the saturation of the actuator devices should be considered. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that in these cases the centralized controller would also be affected by the same saturation problem.
Conclusions
In this work, the main ideas involved in the design of overlapping and multi-overlapping controllers via the Inclusion Principle have been presented. In wireless implementations of large-scale Structural Vibration Control systems, the use of semi-decentralized control strategies is highly convenient. In the particular case of vibrational control of tall buildings under seismic excitations, the multi-overlapping approach has shown to be a specially suitable choice, being able to reduce the design and operation computational effort and providing semi-decentralized controllers which satisfy the information exchange constraints imposed by wireless implementations. To illustrate the application of the theoretical ideas presented in the paper, a simplified dynamical model of a five-story building has been introduced. For this model, overlapping and multi-overlapping LQR controllers have been designed and numerical simulations, using four different earthquake records as input disturbances, have been conducted to asses the performance of the proposed semidecentralized controllers with positive results. 
